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“The Zoo has had a year of triumph ….CONFIRMING OUR PLACE
AS AN ORGANISATION WITH AN IMPORTANT CONSERVATION AND
SUSTAINABILITY ROLE TO PLAY IN OUR COMMUNITY.”

Trust Chair report
As Chair of the Wellington Zoo Trust I am pleased to reflect on our achievements over the past year as
we continue the pursuit of our dream to become the ‘best little zoo in the world’.

The Zoo has had a year of triumph – our Chief Executive Karen Fifield won the prestigious
Wellingtonian of the Year – Environment award, and the Zoo as a whole won the inaugural Encore
Award for Business Environmental Leadership. These awards, among others, confirm our place as an
organisation with an important conservation and sustainability role to play in our community.

I have been particularly pleased with the capital development works for this year and I know that The
Hub will be a place in the heart of our Zoo that our visitors and staff will enjoy. Though we said
goodbye to the old elephant house, we have honoured its role in our history by naming our stunning
new function centre Kamala’s, after our last elephant, who died in 1983. Like the elephant house did
in the past, the new capital works will give us the settings to create life long memories and magical
moments of connection with wildlife for future generations of Wellingtonians.

Our Trustees have again made a real difference with their dedication to the Zoo. This year we bid
farewell to Celia Wade-Brown as she took up the Mayoral chains and welcomed Simon ‘Swampy’
Marsh as our new Councillor representative on our Board. We thank Celia for her hard work during
her time on the Wellington Zoo Trust Board and her continued support for the Zoo as Mayor.

We thank our supporters and partners for their continued belief in what we do at the Zoo. We are
most grateful for the support of our principal funder, Wellington City Council and the positive
relationship we have with all the Councillors and Officers.

We received industry approval this year through a thorough and successful Accreditation review by
our industry peers. The review involved a comprehensive documentation of our Zoo’s policies and
procedures and a three day site review which involved inspections and staff interviews. Only those
member zoos which meet or exceed 21st century standards are accredited by the Zoo Aquarium
Association.

As we move into 2011-12 we are very clear about the important place
Wellington Zoo has in our community. The Zoo team is committed to
delivering the very best animal care, learning, conservation programmes,
partnerships, sustainability outcomes and visitor engagement at the ‘best
little zoo in the world’.

Ross Martin
Chair, Wellington Zoo Trust
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“A record 196,267 visitors to the Zoo...
A RESULT WELL BEYOND OUR 2% GROWTH TARGET”

Chief Executive report
This has been another year of achievement for Wellington Zoo across all areas of our organisation.
We met or exceeded 16 of our 20 targets against our strategic elements, most notably a record
196,267 visitors to the Zoo this year – a result well beyond our 2% growth target. The Zoo is
continually being transformed through the Zoo Capital Programme, now going into its sixth year, and
our collection has been enhanced through a number of new animals both born at the Zoo and
acquired from other organisations. The Zoo generated 49% of its operational costs this year and
finished with a positive financial result of $30,011.
Our support in the community has increased with nearly 4,000 Zoo Crew members, record attendance
for Neighbours’ Night this year and growing numbers of fans on our Facebook page. Further support
for the Zoo was particularly displayed through the signing of our first major corporate relationship
with ASB as well as continued support from the many individual, organisations, partners, trusts and
foundations which value our work. As a community not for profit charity we are grateful for this
support.
The Nest Te Kōhanga has come into its own this year treating 182 native wildlife patients as well as
caring for the Zoo’s collection of over 500 animals. Significant patients at The Nest Te Kōhanga this
year included Solstice One, the kākāpō chick, the Chatham Islands tāiko – both of these birds are rare
and critically endangered – and ‘Happy Feet’ the Emperor penguin. The Nest Te Kōhanga has again
won awards this year – Wellington area New Zealand Institute of Architects Award, Registered Master
Builders Gold Reserve Award and the New Zealand Zoo Aquarium Association Conservation Award.
Capital developments for 2010-11 included The Roost Te Pae Manu, Mini Monkeys, Porcupines and
Meerkats, Stage One of The Hub and the lion dens refurbishment. All of these new exhibits or
precincts are increasing our scope to provide the very best for our animals, staff and visitors. In 201112 the Zoo Capital Programme will focus on The Hub Stage Two, the Asia Precinct and a new serval
exhibit.
Conservation work continues in the field with the Zoo’s ongoing involvement with the Forest and Bird
Places for Penguins programme on the Wellington south coast and with Free the Bears Asia. Four staff
visited Cambodia to assist Free the Bears with husbandry and visitor engagement projects. The
Wellington Zoo Conservation Fellowships have enabled the Kea Conservation
Trust and Victoria University to continue their conservation work for New
Zealand ecology.
The team at Wellington Zoo is passionate about its work and this was
displayed at the annual Aoraki Awards for long service where we celebrated
keeper Murray Roberts 45 years at Wellington Zoo. I am very proud of the
achievements of our team and their total dedication to our Zoo.
We are looking forward to the continuation of the journey to be ‘the best
little zoo in the world’ in 2011-12.
Karen Fifield
Chief Executive, Wellington Zoo Trust
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“…our dream
TO BE THE BEST LITTLE ZOO IN THE WORLD.”

Our strategic direction
At the end of our eighth year as the Wellington Zoo Trust our vision and strategic focus have been key
to keeping us on track and gathering momentum to realise our dream to be the best little zoo in the
world.
Our vision
Wellington Zoo ... a magical place of learning and fun, leaving visitors with a sense of wonder and
respect for nature, and a belief in the need for a sustainable co-existence between wildlife and
people.
Our six strategic elements
An overview of our progress over the last 12 months is organised under our six key strategic elements
below:
1.

Deliver outstanding, intimate and unique visitor
learning experiences
• Increasing animal contact
• Implementing ZCP projects: The Roost Te Pae
Manu, Mini Monkeys, Porcupines and Meerkats,
and The Hub

2.

Industry leadership
• Recognised expertise in business leadership,
wildlife care, animal management, conservation, sustainability and learning
• Peer reviewed Accreditation
• Increasing representation on external committees and support of national and
international breeding and conservation programmes

3.

Financial sustainability
• Maintaining the support of Wellington City Council
• Growing support from other partners
• Record visitor numbers; above target retail spend, and growing annual membership

4.

Valued and motivated staff
• Embedding a culture of ongoing learning with learning sessions, conferences and
workshops
• Rewarding and recognising our people, for example Aoraki Awards and Roar of Honour

5.

Lead or participate in conservation and research programmes
•
•
•
•

6.

Conservation Fund programmes
Conservation Fellowships
Significant contribution to the care of native fauna at The Nest Te Kōhanga
Successful reductions in waste and consumption of water and power

Lasting support and participation
• Growing volunteer programme, individuals and corporate
• Building strategic partnerships
• Increased involvement with our community and encouraging them to join us on our
journey
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“…highest recorded number of visitors
FOR AT LEAST THE LAST 45 YEARS.”

Visitor engagement
We’ve had a very special year in more ways than one. This year 196,267 people visited Wellington
Zoo. This was the highest recorded number of visitors for at least the last 45 years. The closest we've
come to this record breaking attendance was in 1974-1975 when 196,178 people passed through our
gates.

The average number of people that visited us in the September/October holidays was a staggering
930 visitors per day in contrast to the previous year where the recorded average was 542 visitors per
day. The average in January 2011 was 881 visitors per days versus 788 visitors in January 2010, an
average daily increase of 100 visitors per day.

These outstanding results were despite having the wettest year in the last seven years (118 wet days
in 2010-11). August 2010 was also the wettest recorded month in 14 years, but despite that on the
last Wednesday of that month we welcomed 3,375 people to the Zoo as part of our $5 Winter
Wednesday promotion. Taking part in Wellington’s Open Day in June resulted in another busy
‘standout’ date in our calendar, with 3,736 visitors to the Zoo. This day, organised by Absolutely
Positively Wellington, let locals and visitors into the Zoo for a gold coin donation with proceeds going
to our Conservation Fund.

Events
2011 is the United Nations International Year of Forests and our visitor events throughout the year
have been developed with this in mind. We wanted to help our visitors to understand the role that
forests play in their lives.

This year we held 10 special visitor events including our ever popular Children’s Day and Neighbours’
Night celebrations.

We also held special opening celebrations for our Zoo Crew members at The Roost Te Pae Manu, the
Mini Monkeys exhibit and the new home of the porcupines and meerkats.

New exhibits
This year has seen the opening of several exciting new exhibits at the Zoo. The African crested
porcupines and meerkats moved in
together in an exhibit designed and built
in-house, located amongst the other
African animal exhibits at the Zoo. A South
American visitor experience was created
for our Mini Monkeys enclosure, home to
Emperor tamarins, pygmy marmosets,
iguana and agouti. The Roost Te Pae Manu
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showcases our bird breeding and care, and takes work that was previously behind the scenes into the
forefront of visitor experience. In the middle of the Zoo, a new space for playing, eating and resting
has been developed with the opening of the Tuck Shop and Kamala’s — an all weather function
venue.

Contact animals
At Wellington Zoo we try to get as many of our
visitors up close to animals as possible. One of
the ways we do this is through our contact
animal programme. Across the Zoo over 1,300
hours of contact animal time has happened
throughout the year – that is over 3.5 hours per
day. Animals that our visitors can get up close to
include our dingo pup Wolfrik and Percy his
faithful companion dog from the SPCA, goats,
cockatoos, rodents and a wide range of reptiles.
Three orphaned hedgehogs have been raised and
integrated into the programme also.

The smaller animals are on hand to charm their audience at numerous talks and in the learning
sessions held in the Living Room. Animal presentations are held daily in the Wild Theatre and
continue to attract and engage visitors.

Living classroom
This year saw over 10,000 students from 186 schools visit the Zoo and participate in the Ministry of
Education’s Learning Experiences Outside The Classroom (LEOTC) programme. Over half of all
Wellington schools have been to the Zoo in the last year and 22% of the schools that visit us are
secondary schools.

Our emphasis this year has been on increasing the number of unique animal experiences and using
the whole Zoo as a learning space. Teacher satisfaction with the Zoo’s learning programmes remains
high, with 98% of teachers reporting that their sessions with the Zoo’s educators met or exceeded
their learning objectives.

Despite a completely new learning team being recruited in the second half of the year, we continued
to expand our horizons and try new things. We hosted a teachers’ evening during Primary School
Science Week, worked with Victoria University on a workshop for primary school art teachers and
held our first careers day — letting students in on the many varied careers that a Zoo has to offer.
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Holiday programme
Over 1,140 children attended our school holiday programme run by Zoo educators this year. For the
first time we trialled a programme during the January school holidays, and our Summer Safari was a
hit with the kids that attended it.

Visitor Research – The Nest Te Kōhanga
Since its opening in December 2009, The Nest Te Kōhanga has become a favourite attraction of
visitors at Wellington Zoo. In February 2011, we asked our visitors – both on site and online, how they
felt about The Nest Te Kōhanga and how they used the facility. This research gave us excellent results
in terms of visitor satisfaction, learning outcomes and conservation reputation for the Zoo.

Findings from this research include:
• Zoo visitors are impressed by The Nest Te Kōhanga overall, giving high ratings in terms of the topclass care it provides the animals, and how educational, interesting, and informative it is. People
enjoy the opportunity to see behind the scenes and watch as Zoo staff treat the animals.
• Most people visiting the Zoo go to The Nest Te Kōhanga.
• When visiting, most people stay for at least five minutes, and half stay for ten minutes or more.
This is exceptional among zoo exhibits worldwide.
• The Nest Te Kōhanga makes the vast majority of Zoo visitors feel more positively about Wellington
Zoo.

In the year or so it has been open there is little doubt The Nest Te Kōhanga has become a key feature
of Wellington Zoo.
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“The Zoo Capital Programme…
IS CENTRAL TO OUR DREAM…”

Building our 21st century zoo
We are keeping up the momentum as we enter year six of the Zoo Capital Programme (ZCP). The 10
year programme is central to our dream and is constantly changing the Zoo before our eyes.

During year five of the ZCP the following projects were completed:

The Hub
The first phase of The Hub project, a precinct in the heart of Wellington Zoo, was completed in
February 2011 providing a new food outlet
(The Tuck Shop) in the middle of the Zoo
together with a new rest area for visitors
and a function/events centre — named
Kamala’s after the last elephant to live at
the Zoo. The Tuck Shop retains the original
frontage of the old elephant house as a
reminder of times past.

The remainder of the old elephant house was recycled and used on site as follows:
• The concrete walls were crushed on site and used as fill material
• The roofing iron was used to repair another roof in the Zoo
• The spouting was re-used on the new Tuck Shop
• The heat pump unit and electrical equipment were recovered for use in next year’s reptile house
project.

We also added a second rainwater collection tank and excavated soil was transported to the
proposed sun bear enclosure to be used there for the planned Asia Precinct project. However, not all
the soil was relocated – some was recovered, mixed with cement and used to form the distinctive
rammed earth walls which enclose two sides of the visitor rest area.

The Roost Te Pae Manu
The first phase of our ‘Meet the Locals’ New Zealand precinct, The Roost Te Pae Manu, was
completed in December 2010 and opened by Her Worship the
Mayor, Celia Wade-Brown and The Honorable Nathan Guy
Minister of Internal Affairs on 14 February 2011. The Roost Te
Pae Manu currently houses the majority of our bird species, as
we prepare to build new walk-through aviaries to house our bird
collection. It is also our native bird breeding and care centre.

We have endeavoured to make this new addition as sustainable
as possible. An additional rainwater collection tank is situated
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here and we used recycled concrete as fill, and the building features fully insulated rooms with double
glazing. All timber used on our projects has to comply with Forest Stewardship Council certification
for sustainability.

The Mini Monkey House
This new mini monkey enclosure contains emperor tamarins and pygmy marmosets as well as agouti
and iguana. It was designed and built by Zoo staff to replace one of the older enclosures in the Zoo
and, this, along with the forthcoming second phase of The Hub project, will complete the redevelopment work planned for this central area of the Zoo.

The Mini Monkey House was opened by Her Worship the Mayor, Celia Wade-Brown on 11 May 2011.
Costs were kept to a minimum by recovering glass from the re-fit of a shop in Wellington and roofing
material from our Property Manager’s neighbour’s garage. Props used to dress the houses were
sourced from second hand stores, the recycle shop at the Wellington tip and Trade Aid.

Porcupine and Meerkat Enclosure
This project was completed in July 2010 and
allowed us to relocate our porcupines from their
existing position on the site planned for The Roost
Te Pae Manu. To enhance the visitor experience we
put meerkats in to keep the porcupines company
and, as both of these are African species, the
enclosure was built within the boundaries of our
African precinct. Again, our Property team was
responsible for the design and construction of this new exhibit.

Asia Precinct
We have also created a concept design for our new Asia precinct incorporating the relocation of our
sun bears, improved viewing of our Sumatran tigers and the theming of an area which also includes
our red pandas. This project will be the focus for 2011-12.

Smaller works included substantially reconfiguring the service area at our lion enclosure making
managing the animals much easier and safer, and revamping the gibbons’ arboreal environment with
new poles and ropes.
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“Our pygmy marmosets,
BRED AND DELIVERED A BABY BOY…”

Animal collection
With over 500 animals in our care at Wellington Zoo no day is ever the same and our charges keep on
challenging, surprising and delighting us.
Valuable newcomers
A number of new additions to our collection has made for a very exciting year:
• A new female emperor tamarin has joined our male in the new Mini Monkey exhibit. Joining them
are three pygmy marmosets, with both species imported from UK Zoos.
• A number of meerkats were imported, also from the UK, to form part of an active breeding
programme. They have taken up residence in the mixed Porcupine Meerkat exhibit.
• A young alpine dingo puppy joined the Zoo’s very successful animal contact programme.
• We have imported a nyala bull from Singapore to form part of the regional breeding programme.
• Locally bred kunekune pigs arrived at the Zoo this year, ready for the future New Zealand themed
‘Meet the Locals’ development.

A number of breeding successes have highlighted our year also:
• Our Mojo Café-residing pygmy marmosets,
bred and delivered a baby boy, Cusco.
• The newly-imported meerkats also bred
successfully producing two pups .
• Chimpanzee Samantha gave birth to her third
baby at the Zoo, a daughter, Malika.
• The baboons have bred well in the last year
producing four new babies.

Welcome back
Our male lions Malik and Zulu, returned from Orana Wildlife Park where they had been on loan for
two years to contribute to Orana’s breeding
programme. This was the lions’ first breeding
opportunity and Malik successfully sired 5
youngsters during his time at Christchurch. This is
promising for our own breeding programme and
Malik and Zulu are currently living alongside our
three female lions in preparation for future
introductions.

Farewells
As well as arrivals, there have also been some departures within our collection:
• Sir Ed the red panda left us to join a female in Bristol Zoo as part of the global breeding
programme.
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• In September three brush tailed possums left us to go to Singapore Zoo where they have formed a
new breeding group and have settled in very well.
• We have also sent some Otago skinks to a breeding programme with a local breeder.
• One of the stars of the Wild Theatre, our one-eyed kea, was sent to Otorohonga Kiwi house to be
paired up with a male, with breeding potential.
• This year we were sorry to see the passing of the last peccaries in New Zealand. These popular Zoo
residents had a long life but their severe arthritis could no longer be successfully managed with
medication.
• Another sad loss was Jin, a short clawed Asiatic otter who died in August last year. She will
perhaps be most remembered in New Zealand for her famous escape from Auckland Zoo in 2006.
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“The Zoo was recognised for
LEADING THE WAY FOR SUSTAINABILITY….”

Leadership
Industry recognition
The Zoo has had a winning year yet again. Our continued award success underlines our dedication and
commitment to be at the forefront of what we do.

The collective efforts of the Zoo team were rewarded with the winning of the first ever Encore Award
for Business Environmental Leadership. The Zoo was recognised for leading the way for sustainability
and making a demonstrable contribution to environmental restoration, nature and conservation in
the region.

The Nest Te Kōhanga, our animal hospital and centre for native wildlife care, continues to add to its
list of awards. This year it has won the Wellington area New Zealand Institute of Architects Award, the
Registered Master Builders Gold Reserve Award and the New Zealand Zoo Aquarium Association
Conservation Award.

Our Chief Executive, Karen Fifield, joined an impressive contingent of winners when she won the
award of Wellingtonian of the Year – Environment. This was in recognition of her leadership in the
greening of Wellington Zoo. Karen was also recently elected as the new president of the Australasian
Zoo and Aquarium Association (ZAA) and was a guest judge for the 2010 HER Wellington
Businesswoman of the Year Awards.

One of our young leaders, the Zoo’s Team Leader
Life Science – Programmes,was a finalist in the
Young Community Leaders Award. This award
recognises the contribution of young people
working in the not-for-profit sector.

The Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Research Centre (SIERC) at Massey University
completed a case study of Wellington Zoo, as
part of their research project focused on the
various factors that contribute to the success of not-for-profit organisations. SIERC researchers
adopted the Zoo as its inaugural study and their resulting research paper “Not for Loss: Insights on
building a community asset” was presented at the 7th Annual Satter Conference on Social
Entrepreneurship at New York University in November. The research noted that the Zoo embraces
innovation and provides many insights on how to successfully build a community asset. It was also
identified that the Zoo is an integral aspect of the Wellington region and innovation and
entrepreneurial activity is helping us play a more vibrant role in the community.
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Industry leading
Zoo staff continue to contribute their knowledge
and expertise to the wider zoo community. They
hold various positions within ZAA as well as with
other organisations. As the Chief Executive takes up
her ZAA Presidency role, other staff are making
their mark outside the Zoo. The Zoo’s Fundraising
Manager as Vice President of the Fundraising
Institute of New Zealand and the Team Leader
Visitor Experience as a member of the national
executive of Interpretation Network of New
Zealand (INNZ),.

Life Sciences staff continue their work as species coordinators for tuatara, pygmy marmoset, nyala
meerkat, African crested porcupine, Auckland green gecko and most recently as temporary species
coordinators for cheetah. In addition our General Manager Operations holds the position of
husbandry advisory to the ungulate taxon advisory group. The Zoo’s Collection Development
Coordinator’s wealth of knowledge and experience means he has also been seconded to the ZAA New
Zealand Committee as Australasian Species Management Programme Committee representative, is
Co-convenor of the Carnivores and Small Exotic Mammals Taxon Advisory Group and is a member of
both the ZAA Accreditation and Animal Welfare Committee and the ZAA Australasian Species
Management Programme Committee.

This year Wellington Zoo hosted the annual Interpretation Network of New Zealand (INNZ) workshop,
with presentations delivered by both the Chief Executive, and Team Leader Visitor Experience. Our
visitor engagement research results from The Nest Te Kōhanga were also presented by the Team
Leader Visitor Experience at the Interpretation Australia workshop held in Tasmania in November.

In June we hosted the New Zealand ZAA conference and a number of presentations were made by our
Zoo team. The conference theme was “Creating the Future – conservation innovation, now and for
the future”. Zoo staff gave presentations on corporate volunteering (Volunteer Coordinator), learning
from nature (Senior Keeper Reptiles), the Zoo’s sustainable journey (Property Manager), multi-layered
visitor engagement (Group Manager Visitor Engagement), and medical care and handraising kākāpō
(Manager Veterinary Science).

In October the Group Manager, Visitor Engagement attended the International Zoo Educators
conference at Disney Animal Kingdom, Orlando, Florida and presented a case study of The Nest Te
Kōhanga and a poster on Bush Builders. She also completed a three week long study trip of other
visitor attractions in the US encompassing zoos, museums, aquariums and parks.
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Team Leaders of Learning and Visitor Programmes attended the annual Kiwi Hui in Havelock North,
representing the Zoo’s views on the importance of advocacy for our native animals.

Industry approval
In early 2011 Wellington Zoo underwent its ZAA Accreditation. This industry peer review programme
measures an organisation against the highest standards across all areas of zoo business. The ZAA
completed a rigorous review of our policies and procedures and two Accreditation officers conducted
a site inspection over three days. We passed with flying colours resulting in our being granted ZAA
Accreditation status for the next 5 years, confirming that the Zoo is managed to a high standard
across all its operations.
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“Living green…
IS SAVING US MONEY…”

Financial sustainability and success
Wellington Zoo is committed to balancing the need to be as accessible as possible for all sectors of the
community, with the requirement to generate revenue to enable us to be the best little Zoo in the
world.

It has always been our goal to be financially self-sustaining in the long term and to reduce our reliance
on Wellington City Council for operational funding. Since becoming a charitable trust in 2003 we have
made much progress in increasing our share of the costs of running a modern zoo. The Zoo generated
49% of its operational costs this year and finished with a positive financial result of $30,011.

The table below shows our key earnings for the financial year.

Visitor admissions

$1,935,000

Fundraising for capital projects

$943,000

Zoo shop retail sales

$262,000

Operational sponsorship and grants

$209,000

We met or exceeded 16 of our 20 key performance indicators in a still challenging economic climate,
including our outstanding total of 196,267 visitors. Successes like this are key to achieving our goal to
be more financially sustainable.

Living green is not only better for the environment it is saving us money also. The financial savings
gained over the last year through our environmental management system total over $22,000.

Fundraising Highlight
In early March the Zoo hosted its biennial fundraising event, “The Big Bite”, which serves a dual
purpose; raising funds for the construction of the new ASB Malayan Sun Bear enclosure at the Zoo, as
well as raising funds for Free the Bears Asia. We were fortunate to host Matt Hunt, CEO of Free the
Bears Asia as part of this event. The work that Free the Bears Asia does is extremely important, and
having him here was a great chance for our staff, visitors and special guests to learn from him. A
money-can’t-buy auction raised more than $4,000 for Free the Bears Asia through as well as around
$30,000 to help build the our sun bears’ new home. The evening’s auction saw our guests digging
deep and we are very grateful for their generosity.

The following organisations helped us with in-kind support for “The Big Bite” event; Attitude for Food,
Baxters, Bolton Hotel, Comfort & Quality Hotels, House of Travel, Lake Chalice Wines, Mojo, Red
Pebble, Ruth Pretty, Smith the Grocer, Spyglass & The Improvisers. We would also like to thank Ian
Paterson (auctioneer), The Cambodian Youth Khmer Community group and Pelangi Nusantara
Indonesian dance group for their time.
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Friends lending a hand
We enjoy our central role in our community and our place in their affections, thanks to our wonderful
donors and supporters:

Wellington City Council, Principal Funder
ASB, Major Partner

Arataki Honey

Stout Trust

Brian Whiteacre Trust

The Holdsworth Charitable Trust

Dominion Post

The Lion Foundation

Fonterra Brands (Tip Top) Ltd

The Radio Network

Infinity Foundation Limited

The Southern Trust

Koala Trust

Thomas George Macarthy Trust

New Zealand Lottery Grants Board

Trade Me

Ministry of Tourism

Wellington Community Trust

Mojo Coffee Cartel

Weta Digital

Pub Charity

Victoria University

We also wish to thank all our Big Bite Club members, Monthly Giving Programme members and
everyone else who has given their support to the Zoo over the last 12 months. Wellington Zoo could
not survive without the support of our friends and supporters.

•

Pacific Radiology continues to provide invaluable support to our veterinary team and are
increasingly supporting us with our 'native species' admissions

•

Saatchi & Saatchi continue to create innovative ideas and campaigns for Zoo promotions and
events on a pro bono basis

•

Capital & Coast Health Board contribute equipment for use at The Nest Te Kōhanga

•

CDC Pharmaceuticals donate equipment and consumables for The Nest Te Kōhanga

•

GO Wellington provided a Wellington Zoo bus livery and advertising space

•

New Zealand Community Post provided the Zoo with community post envelopes

•

Our Digital Partner, NV Interactive, provided the Zoo with technical support for our website and
database platforms

•

The Print Room contributes to the production costs for our quarterly ZooViews newsletter

•

Southern Cross Hospital continues to supply important equipment and consumables to support
our veterinary team

•

Tip Top Bakery continues to provide food supplies for our animals

•

Resene Paint provided the Zoo with a substantial supply of buckets for our animal keeping staff

•

McMeekin, Melbar Engineering, Mitre 10 and Trumac provided us with heavily discounted
services

And thanks also to all those — too many to mention — who provide us with donations of everything
from hazelnuts to honey!
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“Zoo Crew membership continues to grow…
WITH 3,938 INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS.”

Commercial development
We view Wellington Zoo as a ‘for impact’ organisation. In a world of scarce resources, we want to
demonstrate to our community and supporters the tangible results and impact of our work.

The Commercial Development Team plays a vital role in linking our community with our dream to be
the best little zoo in the world. We continue to strengthen our ties with key players in the tourism and
conservation fields working with Positively Wellington Tourism, Department of Conservation, Massey
University, Victoria University the SPCA and ZEALANDIA. We’re proud of our café partnership with
Mojo Coffee Cartel, another Wellington success story. In addition to this partnership with Mojo
Coffee, we have also worked on creating a list of other preferred caterers — including Baxter’s, Smith
the Grocer, and Ruth Pretty, for use for on-site functions.

As a charitable trust itself, Wellington Zoo can’t support every charity that asks for help. We do what
we can and support Ronald McDonald House and the Wellington Hospitals and Health Foundation.

Zoo Crew
Our Zoo Crew membership continues to grow in popularity, building new relationships with everyone
from children to grandparents. This continued support is a vital resource for the Zoo, and we were
pleased to exceed our target for membership with a total of 3,938 individual members.

Promoting our brand
Discount promotions included our popular Winter Wednesdays offer in August. This $5 entry
promotion maintains access for a wide social and economic spectrum, helping our community
experience the Zoo and the work we do. We were pleased with the success of the Wellington City
Pass. Our promotion with Go Wellington Bus offered bus ticket holders, Snapper Card or Gold Card
owners to enjoy a half price day out at the Zoo in May and June. We also trialled two half price
promotions with GrabOne, an online group buying service, to allow us to reach new communities.

We offered our Zoo Crew and Big Bite Club members a number of treats. We were happy to offer Zoo
Crew members the chance to celebrate World Environment Day with us, offering activities like face
painting and fun sessions showing how to build a forest or a rockery at home, and helping the Zoo
with tree planting.

To raise our profile and make the most of cross-promotional opportunities associated with our new
Mojo Coffee partnership, we continue to offer a Zoo discount for all Mojo Card holders.
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Raising our profile
The media have again played a key part in keeping the Zoo in the
community consciousness. We have consistently attracted
attention on a local and national level for a wide range of
business, human interest and conservation Zoo stories —
including heart warming stories about the birth of our pygmy
marmoset in October. Our new dingo pup Wolfrik and his friend
Percy, a dog from the SPCA, proved very popular also and
attracted much media attention. The substantial support of ASB
for our new ASB Malayan Sun Bears enclosure was featured in
media throughout New Zealand, heralding the next chapter of
our work in linking the corporate sector to our goals.

The Zoo is building our online communities through social media platforms like Twitter and Facebook,
with both having over 2,000 members, where we provide daily news updates and promotional
information in real time. It is a bold and cost effective way for us to reach and listen to our community
and keep them in touch with everything they need to know about the best little Zoo in the world.
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“…our people
THEIR CALIBRE, PASSION AND COMMITMENT…”

People power
One of the key factors contributing to our Zoo’s success and achievements over the last year is our
people. Their calibre, passion and commitment are what make our Zoo great.

As part of our commitment to embedding a culture of ongoing learning, and growing and developing
our people we held 20 internal learning sessions throughout the year. These covered a range of topics
such as project planning, sustainability at home, collections, kokako research and planning for a debt
free future. The sessions were run by a mix of
external and internal facilitators and they
highlight the passion and skills of our people.

Our Aoraki Awards are one of the ways we
reward and recognise our people. The word
Aoraki means ‘sky piercer’ and the annual long
service function took place for the second time
in June 2011. The awards honour staff who are
celebrating their 5, 10, 15 etc year anniversary
at the Zoo. While we value the service of all of our people the
most notable award went to Murray Roberts for his outstanding
contributions and commitment during an impressive period of
45 years service to the Zoo.

The monthly ‘Roar of Honour’ is where we take time out to
reflect on and formally celebrate the successes of our people
and the way in which they have demonstrated their
commitment by going the extra mile. All staff have an
opportunity to provide nominations which are linked to our six
strategic elements. This recognition programme provides an opportunity to take stock and share
some of the truly amazing work carried out by our people.

Participation in the JRA Best Workplaces survey saw a huge increase in our response rate this year.
This moved from 75% to 90.2% and we were ranked 12 out of 112 in the small-medium organisation
category. Areas where we have achieved a significant improvement include; “People share their
knowledge and ideas freely in this organisation”, “Communication in this organisation is open and
honest”, “The organisation delivers on the promises it makes to its customers” and “The work I do
makes full use of my knowledge and skills”. While these improvements are fantastic we are keen to
build on this even further and our aim is that Wellington Zoo is the ‘best little place to work in the
world’.
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Our Veterinary Wildlife and Zoo Medicine Masterate Programme with Massey University also
continues to be extremely successful in building wildlife and zoo veterinary capability for New
Zealand. We also remain involved in training skilled zoo keepers for the region through the Unitec
Captive Wild Animals programme, of which we have four students this year. The Zoo also supports
the carpentry apprenticeship of a member of the property team who won a diligence award at
WelTec and was also the first to finish his year, finishing one month early.

In March this year we successfully renewed our primary level accreditation under the Accident
Compensation Corporation’s Workplace Safety Management Practices scheme. This confirms that we
have sound health and safety practices and standards in place and entitles us to a discount on our
ACC levies for the next three years.
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“Zoo visitors had the once in a lifetime opportunity
TO SEE A KĀKĀPŌ UP CLOSE….”

Conservation
We believe that our visitors care about conservation like we do and for that reason we keep it top of
mind every day. We support and participate in a range of projects, locally, nationally, and
internationally, providing the opportunity to work with other partners that share our goals and vision.

Home-grown hatchlings
In October the successful hatching of seven tuatara
represented a major step forward towards our goal
of having a self-sustaining conservation population
of this precious native species. After discovery, the
eggs were sent to Victoria University’s Tuatara
Recovery Plan facility where they were incubated
for five months. The hatchlings, who represent an
entirely new bloodline, have now returned to the
Zoo.

Bush Builders
Over 1,000 students from Wellington schools have participated in our Bush Builders programme to
date. Bush Builders is a community based conservation literacy programme where Zoo educators
liaise with participating schools and encourage students to discover more about local native flora and
fauna. At a time when urban children are increasingly isolated from the natural world, Bush Builders
enables them to connect with their natural environment.

Places for Penguins
This year we continued to work with Forest and Bird on the Places for Penguins project. This initiative
is designed to help little blue penguins survive and thrive around the shoreline of Wellington, where
the species face challenges due to natural habitat loss, marine pollution and introduced pests on a
daily basis. Our role in the work this year has focussed on monitoring the nest boxes that we
constructed and placed last year, and surveying new areas of the South Coast for penguin activity.

Conservation Fund programmes
2010-11 saw three members of the Visitor Engagement team and one Life Science team member
volunteer their time with Free the Bears, at the
sanctuaries in Cambodia and Vietnam, with their
expenses covered by the Wellington Zoo Conservation
Fund. Zoo staff worked on a variety of projects including
interpretive signage, viewing platform signage, entrance
signs and sails, editing and development of a visitor
guide resource, and animal husbandry.
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These trips provided a great opportunity for the Zoo to engage our onsite and online visitors in the
conservation work we do – raising the profile of the Zoo along the way. Zoo staff did a great job
journaling their trips through blogs and videos that were shared online through the Zoo website and
social media streams, as well as through Free the Bears own streams, which have a wide audience
from all over the world, especially Australia and the United Kingdom. On their return, staff members
were interviewed by major New Zealand media outlets, allowing their story to be spread even further.

Wellington Zoo’s Senior Bird Keeper, was
supported by the Wellington Zoo Conservation
Fund to spend a month on Whenua Hou Codfish
Island working with the critically endangered
kākāpō. He was part of a team responsible for
changing radio transmitters on kākāpō and tracking
the birds through the forest. The team also spent
nights out in the bush waiting for birds without
transmitters to turn up at the feed stations, and
helped with health checks of the 121 strong (at that
time) kākāpō population.

Conservation Fellowships
Last financial year saw the establishment of our own Conservation Fellowship, with support from the
Holdsworth Charitable Trust. The Zoo is proud to help facilitate conservation work out in the field,
with two projects active in the past year.

The Kea Conservation Trust’s project is nest monitoring and tracking of radio and satellite tagged kea
in Nelson Lakes and Arthur’s Pass. The Fellowship funding enabled field staff to check the status of
known nest sites in these two areas. Valuable breeding information was also gathered by tracking
radio-tagged females to new nest sites. This follow-up monitoring provided a substantially clearer
picture of the kea population’s stability and status at each site.

In the future this project will allow the opportunity for Zoo staff to get some direct field experience
learning how to track and find nests, and attach bands and transmitters to adult females and chicks (if
found).

The other Conservation Fellowship recipient is Victoria University with a project evaluating the
success of community restoration: biodiversity and environmental action. The first stage of this
project was to measure the success of plantings made by participants in the Wellington City Council
programme with the goal of establishing guidelines for better future plant and site selection. Site
visits have provided measurements on tree survival and statistical relationships with site and
community characteristics.
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During the next four months analysis will be completed using site and species characteristics to
explain the variation in planting success observed. The information obtained so far means the project
is well-placed for the next stage of the work to assess the consequences of planting for biodiversity.

The Nest Te Kōhanga
The Nest Te Kōhanga continues to be a hub for injured native species and endangered wildlife. This
year saw vets in The Nest Te Kōhanga treat two of New Zealand’s rarest birds – a critically
endangered kākāpō and Chatham Island tāiko.

Kākāpō chick Solstice One, one of only 131 kākāpō
in the world, was sent to the Zoo from Whenua
Hou Codfish Island to be treated for an infection.

Zoo visitors had the once in a lifetime opportunity
to see a kākāpō up close at Solstice One’s regular
daytime feedings, with many people from
Wellington and even further afield making the
trip to see her.

After three weeks of treatment Solstice One was returned to Invercargill for quarantine before
heading back to Whenua Hou Codfish Island to rejoin the rest of the chicks from this year’s breeding
season.

In another success story the only Chatham Island tāiko fledgling to ever be brought to New Zealand’s
mainland was also treated at The Nest Te Kōhanga this year. The bird was transferred to Wellington
Zoo in May with poor waterproofing which would have made floating impossible. By regular feeding
and swimming in the salt water pool at The Nest Te Kōhanga, the chick was encouraged to preen
which improved its waterproofing to the point it could be returned to the wild.

The juvenile seabird is one of the world’s rarest bird species with only around 140 of them known to
exist. The tāiko was considered extinct until 1978 when a small number were rediscovered on the
Chatham Islands.

The chick was treated at The Nest Te Kōhanga for three weeks before being returned to the Chatham
Islands for release.

The Nest Te Kōhanga has made a huge contribution to the care of native fauna in the last year,
treated 182 native patients brought to the Zoo from local community, DoC and SPCA.
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The little things count
We take every opportunity to enable people to make small changes in their daily lives, making small
steps to help with the big picture.

On World Environment Day in June Zoo staff undertook rubbish collection locally at Newtown Park,
the town belt, Breaker Bay, and Moa Point. Their dedication to the day resulted in 550 litres of
rubbish being collected.

It’s not just our staff that are on a conservation mission. Our kaka have recently begun helping the
Greater Wellington Regional Council in its quest to find a possum bait station that is kaka-proof. So far
our kaka have tested two stations and have given them the thumbs down as they have been able to
get into both.

Greening the Zoo
Zoos produce a lot of organic waste and use a lot of water and energy, but over the past few years the
Zoo has implemented a range of sustainability initiatives that have been hugely successful in reducing
our consumption of water and power and our production of waste.

Water
The Zoo broke another record this year with the lowest consumption of water on record. We used
just 17.2 million litres, a mighty 36% less than last year. The dramatic reduction has been in the most
part due to upgrading the water main and all associated valves. This was necessary after discovering
significant damage from tree roots. The water main entering the Zoo was also upgraded resulting in
higher flow. This has negated the need to run our booster pumps and consequently less water leaves
our system no matter how hard the trigger on a hose pipe is pushed! We have also made additions to
our rain water system increasing the use of recycled water. The savings gained from this reduction is
around $10,000 even after this year’s 15% increase in the cost of water.

Waste
This year the Zoo reduced its total waste production by an impressive 25%, and we now send only
17% of the Zoo’s waste to landfill. We have continued to improve in this area through simple steps
such as waste separation, recycling, composting, and reviewing the material we use daily in the care
of our animals. A change to using lucerne balage from meadow hay, and using less straw resulted in a
reduction of 47% of compostable waste needing to leave the Zoo. The added bonus from this was a
financial saving of over $5,000. It has been essential to have the commitment of all staff to achieve
this, not least of all the efforts by our Grounds Officers who take on the not-so-glamorous job of
separating mixed waste.
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Power
This year has seen a 6% reduction in power usage. The Zoo team has continued to be conscientious
when using power. January and February had some of the lowest usage days on record and weather
continues to be a significant factor in our energy usage.
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“The Zoo belongs to
OUR COMMUNITY.”

Community matters
The Zoo belongs to our community. So we like to give back as often as possible. Whether we do this in
obvious or more subtle ways, the outcome of strengthening ties at every level of our community is
always our aim.

In January we held our annual Neighbours’ BBQ to invite residents of the surrounding streets in
Newtown for a free after hours visit to enjoy a sizzling sausage or two – it’s our way of saying thanks
to our neighbours for their support of the best little Zoo in the world! This year saw a record number
of over 960 local Newtown residents attend.

Volunteers
Wellington Zoo is well supported by our volunteers — both
individual and corporate. Last year volunteers donated the
equivalent of just over five full time employees-worth of time to
the Zoo. One of our volunteers spent 515 hours (just over 64 days)
at the Zoo.

As well as volunteers helping out with visitor interaction and
general day to day duties at the Zoo, this year we recruited nine
specialist volunteers to support different areas of the Zoo
including The Nest Te Kōhanga, Learning, Commercial Development and Stores.

Over 2010-11 we hosted three LiveNZ volunteers from the USA. These American students come to
New Zealand to gain work experience with voluntary organisations and they work with us full time for
six to eight weeks.

For six weeks we had a volunteer working at the Zoo through the Skilled Migrant Programme, an
opportunity for skilled migrants who are unemployed or underemployed to experience first-hand the
culture of the New Zealand workplace.

Gateway is a programme designed to ease the transition from school to work, by providing students
with the opportunity to combine school study with workplace learning and experience and we have
had two Gateway students volunteering at the Zoo this year. One of these students wants to remain
on at the Zoo as a volunteer, despite having finished his schooling.
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Out and about
Zoo staff got out and about in our neighbourhood
with the property team refurbishing the puppy pens
at the SPCA as part of a team building day and Visitor
Engagement and Life Science staff took along some
contact animals to visit at Wellington Children’s
Hospital. Children with varying ailments had the
opportunity to meet a rat, shingleback skink, sulphur
crested cockatoo, hedgehog and tuatara as well as
interact with Zoo Keepers and Educators. The visit bought some excitement and joy to these kids
while they were confined to the wards.
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Trustees

(From left to right) Alan Dixson, Linda Meade, Francie Russell, Ross Martin, Simon Marsh,
Shaan Stevens (absent).

Wellington Zoo Trustees at the date of this report are:

Ross Martin (Chair)
Ross is a Chartered Accountant and successful businessman. He joined the Wellington Zoo Trust after
a successful career in Public Transport in the Asia Pacific Region. He is a strong supporter of the Zoo's
Visitor Engagement and Conservation strategies and is a passionate Wellingtonian. His vision for the
Zoo is to build a financially resilient and beautifully presented community facility that is loved by all
Wellingtonians and visitors to Wellington. Amongst other roles Ross is also Chair of the very
important, Wellington Free Ambulance.

Francie Russell (Deputy Chair)
Francie is currently Executive Director of Wellington Community Trust, a philanthropic trust with a
capital asset of $45million. She is also currently a Trustee of New Zealand Art Trust and the Tana
Umaga Foundation. For many years she has been involved with surf life saving being a Life Member
of Maranui Club and also their treasurer. Francie is a Member of Nursing Council’s Professional
Conduct Committee, and a Justice of the Peace.
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Alan Dixson
Alan was educated in England at the University of Nottingham where he obtained a BSc in Zoology
and at the University of Birmingham Medical School, where he was awarded a PhD and a DSc in
Biological Sciences. His research has involved comparative studies of reproductive biology and the
evolution of sexuality in primates. He has held posts at the Zoological Society of London (1976-1983),
Medical Research Council UK (1983-1999), International Medical Research Centre in Gabon (19891992) and was Director of Conservation and Science at the Zoological Society of San Diego in the USA
(1999-2005). He is currently a Professor in the School of Biological Sciences at Victoria University of
Wellington, and has published more than 140 papers and books.

Simon Marsh
Simon “Swampy” Marsh is a Wellington City Councillor and lives with his family in his eastern ward
suburb of Seatoun. Swampy remains connected with Wellington’s business community through his
successful radio advertising business. Since becoming a Trustee he has become a proud disciple of
Wellington Zoo.

Linda Meade
Linda provides commercial and other specialist financial advice to a range of businesses and
organisations spanning the public and private sectors. Over the last 20 years she has worked in
London and Switzerland as well as New Zealand and is currently a Senior Manager in the Deloitte
Financial Advisory Services team in Wellington. Linda is also the Director and co-owner of Daisies
Early Education & Care Centre, a high quality early childhood education centre based in Johnsonville,
Wellington.

Shaan Stevens
Shaan is an executive director of Guinness Gallagher with responsibility for the Asia Pacific region. He
is a chartered accountant and holds a law degree. Shaan has extensive legal and business experience
in both common law and civil law jurisdictions and is a legal and regulatory specialist. Formerly based
in London leading a small mergers and acquisition team, Shaan has a wealth of international
experience from the steppes of Mongolia to the jungles of Borneo, where he received a TRADENZ
export award for international consultancy services he performed in Sarawak. Shaan is of Ngāti
Kahungunu and Ngāti Raukawa descent and has been involved in a number of Māori economic
initiatives, including work on Māori leadership and governance for the Hui Taumata.

The Wellington Zoo Trust is a Council Controlled Organisation established as a charitable trust in 2003
by the Wellington City Council. The Trust is governed by a Board of Trustees appointed by Wellington
City Council, and the Board delegates the day to day operation of the Trust to the Chief Executive and
the Strategic Management Team.
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Strategic Management Team

(From left to right) Jo Ring, Susan Macdonald, James Araci, Amy Hughes, Mauritz Basson,
Karen Fifield, Ross Provan

Karen Fifield, Chief Executive Officer
Beth Houston, Group Manager Commercial Development (to May 2011)
James Araci, Group Manager Commercial Development (from July 2011)
Amy Hughes, Group Manager Visitor Engagement
Mauritz Basson, General Manager Operations
Nici Hammer, Manager People & Culture (to May 2011)
Jo Ring, Manager People & Culture (from June 2011)
Susan Macdonald, Chief Financial Officer
Ross Provan, Manager Capital Development

Wellington Zoo Trust is incorporated under the Charitable Trust Act 1957, is a not for profit
organisation, and a registered charity (CC22002) with the Charities Commission.

Wellington Zoo Trust
200 Daniell Street, Newtown, Wellington, New Zealand
Ph 64-4-381 6755, Fax 64-4-803 0777
Website www.wellingtonzoo.com
Email wellington.zoo@wellingtonzoo.com
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Matters relating to the electronic presentation of the audited financial statements and statement of
service performance
This audit report relates to the financial statements and statement of service performance of the Wellington Zoo Trust (Trust) for the
year ended 30 June 2011 included on the Trust’s website. The Trust’s Board is responsible for the maintenance and integrity of the
Trust’s website. We have not been engaged to report on the integrity of the Trust’s website. We accept no responsibility for any
changes that may have occurred to the financial statements and statement of service performance since they were initially presented
on the website.
The audit report refers only to the financial statements and statement of service performance named above. It does not provide an
opinion on any other information which may have been hyperlinked to or from the financial statements and statement of service
performance. If readers of this report are concerned with the inherent risks arising from electronic data communication they should
refer to the published hard copy of the audited financial statements and statement of service performance and the related audit report
dated 12 August 2011 to confirm the information included in the audited financial statements and statement of service performance
presented on this website.
Legislation in New Zealand governing the preparation and dissemination of financial information may differ from legislation in other
jurisdictions.

